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Please provide a brief statement on your position:
Good afternoon. I’m sure you’re all aware of why I’m here today, so instead of redundantly stating what I’m doing here, I’d like to introduce myself. My name is Nora Cahill, and I am a junior at Bexley High School. I’m the oldest sister of three, and I am a
dedicated student. This year, I’m taking 5 AP classes with no study hall. I also sing in one of my school’s choirs, Vocal Ensemble, and I’m a member of several clubs. In addition, I’m practically the de facto babysitter for my entire block. I don’t have that
much free time after school, but I've signed up to help be an assistant director for two musicals later in the school year. I wake up every morning at 6 am to read, partly because I love it, and partly because I don’t have time in my schedule anywhere else. My
friends have become all too familiar with the phrase “Oh I can’t tonight, I’m sorry I just have too much homework”. Now, I know what you’re thinking. Wow, this girl has never been to a high school party. Well, I plead the fifth to that, but all jokes aside I hope
that I’ve made it clear how much I value my education. I put much of my time and effort into my schooling, especially my social studies courses. AP World was the first AP class I ever took, and even though it was difficult I loved it. I love history and social
sciences in general, which is why I put so much effort into my courses. It’s also why these bills cannot be passed into law.
The language of these bills prohibit the teaching of divisive topics, but all of history is divisive. We are constantly taking sides; Democrat or Republican, book or movie, Michigan or Ohio. And it’s been this way all throughout our history as a nation; Loyalist or
Patriot, Constitution or Articles of Confederation, Union or Confederacy. Conflicts define history not only as a nation, but worldwide. The Crusades, the French Revolution, the English Reformation, Constantinople becoming Istanbul, World War One, the Cold War,
the list goes on. There’s a reason why we have names for long periods of peace and stability like Pax Mongolica or Pax Romana- they don't happen that often! If you prohibit teaching “divisive history”, then what exactly do you plan to teach? If these bills are
made law, then you’re depriving students of learning about the things people like me love the most, and regardless of if they’re a history nerd or not, you’re depriving them of the truth. Not teaching divisive topics leaves room for only one narrative when it
comes to history, a narrative that will never be 100% accurate because it’s a lie by omission. We cannot pretend that ugly parts of our history didn’t happen, just because we don’t like to look at them. We cannot sweep controversy under the rug and hope that
ignoring the issues will make them go away. We cannot teach lies because we don’t think the truth makes us look good. We cannot let these bills pass into law. It would deny an entire generation of students of a truthful and comprehensive education. I don’t
want to be taught a lie, my fellow students don't want to be taught a lie, and I don’t want my younger sister's education to be corrupted by these bills. This isn’t what the students of Ohio want.
At the school I go to, the majority of the student body is white. Last summer, there was a groupchat made that was titled the “George Floyd Brotherhood”. Students from my school added other students of color and proceeded to harass them by calling them
slurs and spewing other racist vitriol at them. This is one of the most striking examples of racism within Bexley, but certainly not the only. There are only three minority students in my social studies class. It is already hard enough for students of color in my school; I
cannot imagine what it would feel like in addition to these previous injustices to have my teacher tell me that they cannot teach my history, my ancestors’ history, because the color of my skin makes it “divisive”. Because my history would make the other
students “uncomfortable”. Because white fragility is being prioritized over the truth. God forbid that someone say the words “Critical Race Theory” in a classroom and we have a white student faint.
Why are we willing to sacrifice the truth in a feeble attempt to make us look better? America cannot rewrite its history by not teaching it. Slavery and its effects won’t be undone because teachers have to teach that, actually, it wasn’t that bad and slave owners
treated their slaves nicely! Saying these things won’t make them true, and more importantly, it’s a slap in the face to those who have been affected the most.
Please don’t let it happen. Don’t let these bills become law. Thank you for your time.
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